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STRUCTURAL BOLTING ASSEMBLIES
After about 10 years from its first publication, in 2015 a new revision of several
parts of EN 14399 were issued; other parts are now under approval for the
next publication.
Since the beginning, this set of standard references had a strong impact both
on manufacturers, called to meet much higher quality standards, and on the
end users who have been required to substantially review the purchasing and
assembly method of structural bolting.
The current standard revision (carried out by CEN/TC185/WG6 in response to
the M/120 mandate - Structural metallic products and ancillaries - under the
supervision of a CEN consultant) modifies some of the rules that have deeply
changed the regulation for fastener assemblies in the European countries, and
it is of particular importance considering the publication of Regulation n.
305/2011 and its subsequent amendments which set the harmonized
conditions for the marketing of construction products in the European Union
(Construction Product Regulation - CPR).
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Construction Products Regulation (CPR) replaces the previous Directive
89/106/EEC - Construction Product Directive (CPD), the first document
which introduced the obligation of the CE marking for the production
and marketing of construction products in Europe. After the approval
of the new CPR Regulation, the CE marking changed its meaning in
comparison with CPD. It is now supported by the "Declaration of
Performance - DoP" (which replaced the Declaration of Conformity), a
statement that represents a sort of identity card of the screw, nut and
washers assembly.
The DoP must be issued when the construction product is placed on
the market and should be made available whenever the product is
made available on the market. The DoP is drawn up on the basis of the
CPR Annex III model in the language(s) requested by the Member State
in which the product is made available. It contains information about
the intended use and the performance of the product in relation to its
essential characteristics as defined in the applicable Harmonized
Product Standard (EN 14399-1).
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Essential Characteristics
(to be declared in DoP)

 Type
 Property class
 Product grade
 k-class and k-factor
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Essential Characteristics
 Type (bolting assemblies)
Type covers the axial load expected from design and margin
against overtightening. The type is relevant for the ability of the
bolting assembly to be tightened by different tightening methods,
given in EN 1090-2, in order to provide the declared performances
of the bolting assemblies.
Characteristics to be assessed: angle to failure during tightening,
axial load, compression load for bolting assemblies with direct
tension indicators, calibrated preload for bolting assemblies with
calibrated preload.
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Essential Characteristics
There are two types of bolting assemblies:
- Type HR (HRC): designed to obtain ductility
predominantly by plastic elongation of the bolt
(minimum nut height ≥ 0,8 D and thread length of
the bolt according to ISO 888)
- Type HV: designed to obtain ductility predominantly
by plastic deformation of the engaged threads (nut
height at approximately 0,8 D with short thread
length)
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Essential Characteristics
 Property class (bolting assemblies)
Property class expresses in a concise way a set of mechanical
characteristics of the components. It is relevant for the ability of
components to be matched together in order to obtain the declared
performances of the bolting assemblies.
Characteristics to be assessed: elongation (bolts), tensile strength (bolts),
strength under wedge loading (bolts), tensile yield strength (bolts), proof
load (nuts and bolts), impact strength (bolts), hardness (bolts, nuts,
washers and, if provided, direct tension indicators), compression load for
direct tension indicators.

Reference standards: ISO 898-1 (bolts); ISO 898-2 (nuts); EN 14399-6
(washers).
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Essential Characteristics
 Product grade (bolts, nuts, washers and,
if provided, direct tension indicators)
Product grade covers tolerances on dimensions and shape for bolts, nuts
and washers. Product grade covers three critical features for direct
tension indicators. It is relevant for the ability of components to be
matched together in order to provide for the declared performances of
the bolting assemblies.
Characteristics to be assessed:
Bolts and nuts: tolerances on dimensions and shape in accordance with
ISO 4759-1. Thread tolerance (ISO 6g, 6H, 6AZ)
Washers: tolerances on dimensions and shape in accordance with ISO
4759-3
Direct tension indicators: features and tolerances in accordance with EN
14399-9
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Essential Characteristics
 k-class and k-factor (bolting assemblies)
k-class expresses in a concise way the ability of the bolting assemblies to be
tightened by the torque method or the combined method by means of the kfactor.
k-class

k-factor

K0

-

K1

0,10 ≤ ki ≤ 0,16

K2

0,10 ≤ ki ≤ 0,23

Vk ≤ 0,06 (*)

(*)

In the previous edition it was 0,10. Studies have been
conducted to demonstrate that a reduced scattering of k factor
enables achieving the nominal preload Fp,C with a confidence
interval of 95% as required by the design code, a condition that
could not always be satisfied before
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EN 14399-3

HR System (DoP K1)
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EN 14399-3

HR System (DoP K2)
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EN 14399-4

HV System (DoP K1)
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EN 14399-4

HV System (DoP K2)
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EN 14399-10 HRC System (DoP)
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Production process for high-strength
structural bolting
Bolts
Raw
material

Cold forging

Threading

Heat
treatment

Surface
treatment

Packaging

•Annealing heat treatment
•Pickling, phosphating, lubricating

Nuts
Raw material

•Cold forging on multi-station machines
Forging

•Thread rolling

•Hardening and tempering

Heat treatment

Surface
treatment

•e.g.: Hot-dip galvanization

•Annealing heat treatment (cold forged nuts)
•Pickling, phosphating, lubricating (cold forged nuts)

•Cold forging M12 to M24
•Hot forging above M12

•Hardening and tempering

•e.g.: Hot-dip galvanization

•Thread tapping
Threading

•Packaging and labelling

Washers: are purchased from few selected

Surface
treatment

•Lubrication

•Packaging and labelling
Packaging

Italian and German manufacturers according to our
internal specification
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Delivery condition
Preloaded bolting assemblies are very sensitive to differences occurred during the
manufacturing and lubrication process. Therefore, it is important that the bolting
assemblies are supplied by one manufacturer who is always responsible for the
functionality of the bolting assemblies.
For the same reason it is important that the bolting assemblies coating is under the
control of one manufacturer only.
Bolting assemblies shall be supplied in one of the following alternatives:
a) Single bolting assembly lot: Bolts, nuts and washers shall be supplied together as a
set by one manufacturer. The components shall be packed together in one package,
labelled with the single bolting assembly lot number and the manufacturer’s
identification. Components of the bolting assemblies are not interchangeable
within the deliveries of other single bolting assembly lots
b) Extended bolting assembly lot: Bolts, nuts and washers shall be supplied as a set in
which each component type is packed in separate packages, and labelled with the
manufacturing lot number and the manufacturer’s identification. The components
of the bolting assemblies are interchangeable within the deliveries of the same
manufacturer of an extended bolting assembly lot.
Bolting assemblies according to k-class K2 shall be supplied only according alternative a)
i.e. single bolting assembly lot.

STRUCTURAL BOLTING ASSEMBLIES
Specifications and reference standards
Bolt
Dimensions and tolerances

EN 14399-3, EN 14399-4, EN 14399-10

Material
Thread
Mechanical
Properties

Tolerance
Standard
Property class

Standard

ISO 6g (a)
8.8 or 10.9 (HR)
10.9 (HV)

8 or 10 (HR)
10 (HV)

ISO 898-1

ISO 898-2 (b)

EN 14399-5/6

n.a.
Hardness
300-370 HV

As processed (c)

Hot-dip galvanized

Surface discontinuity

ISO 6H or ISO 6AZ

ISO 261, ISO 965-2, ISO 965-5

ISO 10684
To be agreed (d)

Others
Acceptability

Washers

Steel

Normal
Surface finish

Nut

ISO 6157-1

ISO 6157-2

(e)

ISO 3269

(a) The

tolerance class specified applies to bolts without or before any coating. Hot-dip galvanized bolts are intended for assembly with
oversize tapped nuts only (6AZ)
(b) Increased proof load and hardness values for HR nuts (EN 14399-3)
(c) As processed means the normal finishing resulting from manufacture with a light coating of oil
(d) provided they do not impair the mechanical properties or the functional characteristics of the bolting assembly. Coatings of cadmium or
cadmium alloy are not permitted
(e) Parts shall be uniform and free from irregularities or detrimental effects. No protruding burrs shall appear on the washers
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Marking
In addition to the binding marking requirements (ISO 898-1,
ISO 898-2, EN 14399-3, EN 14399-4 and EN 14399-10), SBE
bolts and nuts are marked both with an identification code
that ensures the traceability of the production process
records and with the CE marking.

Washers are marked according to EN 14399-5/6
12/02/2018
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Tightening method
Beside the mechanical properties of the components, the
functionality of the bolting assemblies requires that the specified
preload can be achieved if the bolting assemblies are tightened
with a suitable procedure.
The tightening torque necessary to achieve the minimum
nominal preload (Fp,C=0,7fubAs) has to be indicated on the
package or on the label and shall include:
- First tightening step: tightening torque value in Nm, equals to
75% Mr,i (for both torque and combined method)
- Second tightening step: final tightening torque, equals to
110% Mr,i for the torque method, or the additional rotation
angle for the combined method (torque-angle).
12/02/2018
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Tightening method
Tightening method
according to
EN 1090-2

Minimum information to be
provided

K-class

Torque method

km = …….
1st step: Torque = …… Nm
2nd step: Torque = …… Nm

K2

Combined method

1st step: Torque = …… Nm
2nd step: Further rotation

K1 (1)

HRC method

-

K0 (2)
K2 (3)

DTI method

-

K0 (4)

(1)

K2 can also be used
(2) For HRD nuts

(3)

For HR nuts
(4) K1 or K2 could also be used, but declared as K0
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Tightening torque calculation (EN1090-2)
Torque method
M=km d Fp,C
a) first tightening step: the wrench shall be set to a torque value of
about 0,75M. This step shall be completed for all bolts in one
connection prior to commencement of the second step
b) second tightening step: the wrench shall be set to a torque value
of 1,10 M
According to the standard, the torque method is applicable only to K2
assemblies. The torque method is considered the easiest solution but
shall be calculated for each batch on the basis of the declared km,
therefore different tightening torques shall be applied in the same
building site.
The assemblies components must be packed together, resulting in a
production cost increase.
12/02/2018
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Tightening torque calculation (EN1090-2)
Combined method
a) first tightening step: the wrench shall be set to a torque value of
about 0,75M (M=0,13*d*Fp,C may be used unless otherwise
specified). This step shall be completed for all bolts in one
connection prior to commencement of the second step
b) second tightening step: a specified part turn is applied to the
turned part of the assembly. The position of the nut relative to the
bolt threads shall be marked after the first step, using a marking
crayon or marking paint, so that in this second step the final
rotation of the nut relative to the thread can be easily determined.
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Introduction to SBE’s solution
k-factor is the link between the tightening torque M and the preload force
Fp,C through the following relation:
M=km*d*Fp,C
where: d=nominal thread diameter (mm)
Fp,C=0,7*fub*As
fub=nominal tensile strength (Rm,nom) (MPa)
As=nominal stress area of the bolt (mm2)
Here below are some tightening torque calculation examples for an M24
10.9 assembly with different k-factors:
k=0,10 M=0,10*24*(0,7*1000*353) =
593 Nm
k=0,16 M=0,16*24*(0,7*1000*353) =
949 Nm
k=0,23 M=0,23*24*(0,7*1000*353) =
1364 Nm
On the basis of the above, also in presence of bolting assemblies conform
to the applicable standard, very different situations can be faced with the
relevant uncertainty to choose the correct tightening torque.
12/02/2018
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SBE’s solution
For all SBE’s production batches, the recommended tightening torque to be
applied with the torque method is indicated on the nuts packaging, even in
case of components packed separately (k-class K1).
Exceeding the standard requirements, this value is the same regardless of
the batch number, therefore the material is perfectly interchangeable,
provided that only screws, nuts and washers produced and delivered by
SBE are used and the relevant Operating Instructions are strictly observed.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HV - HR
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR HIGH-STRENGTH STRUCTURAL BOLTING EN 14399 MANUFACTURED BY SBE-VARVIT
ATTENTION! High strength structural bolting assemblies for preloading according to EN 14399 are very sensitive to differences in
manufacture and lubrication.
For this reason:
1)
according to EN 14399-1, bolts produced by SBE-VARVIT have to be used only with nuts and washers produced by SBEVARVIT in the “as delivered” conditions;
2)
nuts produced by SBE-VARVIT are treated with a long lasting lubricant. Utilization of other lubricants could modify the
original and approved relationship between tightening and preloading and it is absolutely forbidden;
3)
storage conditions from delivery to use on site must not compromise the surface conditions of bolts, nuts and washers
and consequently the material has to be kept under roof and protected against atmospheric agents. Utilization of wet or
oxidized components may lead to fail the requested preloading;
4)
tightening can be carried out both with torque method (see tab. A) and combined method (see tab. B).
The Final tightening torque Mr (=1,10 Mr,i) is shown on nuts packaging and has to be applied using calibrated torque
wrenches with an accuracy of ± 4% according to EN ISO 6789 by rotation of the nut; different tightening procedures
have to be approved by experimental tightening tests under site conditions as specified in annex H of European
Standard EN 1090-2: 2008+A1:2011;
5)
torque wrenches have to be checked for accuracy according to EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011;
6)
impact wrenches may be used only for the first tightening step (ref. EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011 par. 8.5.3);
7)
the thread length shall be chosen in such a way that after tightening the following requirements are met:
7.1. the length of protrusion shall be at least the length of one thread pitch measured from the outer face of the nut
to the end of the bolt;
7.2. at least four full threads (in addition to the run out) shall remain clear between the bearing surface of the nut and
the unthreaded part of the shank (system HR);
7.3. clamp and grip length shall be in accordance with those specified in in Tables A.1 / A.2 of EN 14399-3 (system HR)
and in Tables A.1 / A.2 of EN 14399-4 (system HV).
SBE-VARVIT S.p.A. declines all responsibility in case also one single point described above is not fulfilled.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HV - HR
INFORMATION RELATED TO TIGHTENING METHOD
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HV - HR
INFORMATION RELATED TO TIGHTENING METHOD
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
HRC
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR HIGH-STRENGTH STRUCTURAL BOLTING SYSTEM HRC EN 14399-10 MANUFACTURED BY SBE-VARVIT
ATTENTION! High strength structural bolting assemblies for preloading according to EN 14399 standard are very sensitive to differences in
manufacture and lubrication
For this reason:
1. according to EN 14399-1 standard, bolts produced by SBE-VARVIT have to be used only and exclusively with nuts and washers produced
by SBE-VARVIT in the “as delivered” conditions;
2. assemblies produced by SBE-VARVIT are treated with a long lasting lubricant. Utilization of other lubricants should modify the original and
approved relationship between tightening and preloading and it is absolutely forbidden;
3. storage conditions from delivery to use on site must not compromise the surface conditions of bolts, nuts and washers and consequently
the material has to be kept under roof and protected against atmospheric agents. Utilization of wet or oxidized components may lead to
fail the requested preloading;
4. the thread length shall be chosen in such a way that after tightening the following requirements are met:
4.1
the length of protrusion shall be at least the length of one thread pitch measured from the outer face of
the nut to the end of the bolt;
4.2
at least four full threads (in addition to the run out) shall remain clear between the bearing surface of the
nut and the unthreaded part of the shank;
4.3
grip length shall be calculated using the following formula valid for bolting assemblies with two washers
(10.9/10):
ts max = lmin – mmax – 2hmax – 1P
ts min = lg max + 4P – 2hmin
where:
ts = total thickness of the clamped parts between the nut bearing face and the bolt bearing face less the
thickness of the washers
l = length of the bolt
m = height of the nut
h = washer thickness
P = thread pitch
lg = distance from the bearing face to the first full form thread
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HRC
5.
6.

Nuts shall be assembled so that their designation markings are visible for inspection after assembly
Washers used under heads of bolts shall be chamfered according to EN 14399-6 and positioned with the chamfer towards the bolt head.
Washers according to EN 14399-5 shall only be used under nuts. In case adjustment of the grip length is necessary only one additional plate
washer may be used on the side that is turned, alternatively an additional plate washer or additional plate washers may be placed on the side
that is not turned.
7. The HRC bolts shall be tightened using a specific shear wrench equipped with two co-axial sockets which react by torque one against the other.
The outer socket which engages the nut rotates clockwise. The inner socket which engages the spline end of the bolt rotates anticlockwise. The
specified preload requirement is controlled by the HRC bolt itself by means of the geometrical and torsion mechanical characteristics together
with the lubrication conditions. The equipment does not need calibration. In order to ensure that the preloads in fully installed bolts in
connections meet the specified minimum preload requirement, the bolt installation process generally comprises two tightening steps; both
using the shear wrench:
The first tightening step is achieved at the latest when the shear wrench outer socket stops turning. If specified this first step is
repeated as often as required. This first step shall be completed for all bolts in one connection prior to commencement of the
second step (guidance of the equipment manufacturer may give additional information on how to identify if pre-tightening has
occurred, e.g. sound of shear wrench changing, or if other methods of pre-tightening are suitable).
The second tightening step is achieved when the spline end of the bolt shears off at the break-neck.
8. If the assembly conditions are such that it is not possible to use the shear wrench on the HRC bolt assembly, e.g. for lack of space, tightening
shall be carried out using a procedure in accordance with the torque control method with the aid of the k-class K2 information, shown on our
certificates. The torque tightening method comprises at least the two following steps and shall satisfy also the following items 9. 10. 11.:
First tightening step: the wrench shall be set to a torque value of about 0,75 Mr,2 (Mr,2 = km d Fp,C). This first step shall be
completed for all bolts in one connection prior to commencement of the second step;
Second tightening step: the wrench shall be set to a torque value of 1,10 Mr,2.
9. the tightening torque values shown on the relevant certificates have to be applied using calibrated torque wrenches with an accuracy of ± 4%
according to EN ISO 6789 by rotation of the nut; different tightening procedures have to be approved by experimental tightening tests under site
conditions as specified in annex H of European Standard EN 1090-2: 2008+A1:2011;
10. torque wrenches used for tightening by torque method has to be checked for accuracy at least weekly according to EN 1090 2:2008+A1:2011;
11. impact wrenches may be used only for the first tightening step (ref. EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011 par. 8.5.3);
12. If a bolt assembly has been tightened to the minimum preload and is later un-tightened, it shall be removed and the whole assembly shall be
discarded;
SBE-VARVIT S.p.A. declines all responsibility in case also one single point described above is not fulfilled.
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SBE’s solution
We can fully satisfy also K class K2 requirements if requested by the
site management or by specific projects design. In this case, the higher
costs due to the packaging shall be taken into consideration to
calculate the sale price.
To return to the previous example, SBE recommends for an M24 10.9 a
final tightening torque of 800 Nm, equivalent to a k-factor=0,123
[(0,123*24*0,7*1000*353)*1,1=729*1,1=802 Nm].
With k-factor=0,123 max the minimum preload conditions will always
be met (Fp,C min =247 kN):
Fp,C min= M/k*d = 800/0,123*24 = 271 kN
Similarly, the minimum value of k to be observed is calculated to satisfy
the standard requirement for Fbi,max ≥ 0,9 fub and at the same time to
avoid the risk of undesirable overloads.
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Advantages of SBE’s solution
-

-

-

Complete interchangeability of individual components (screw, nut
and washers)  simplified site management
Torque tightening system  much easier to apply and to control,
according to EN 1090-2  significant risk reduction due to human
errors
Use of a constant tightening torque (indicated on the nuts box
labels) for all batches supplied  simplification of assembly
operations and subsequent maintenance work  reduced timing
and assembly costs
Since the constant torque is declared and guaranteed, there is no
longer any technical reason for delivering assemblies in single
packages, and consequently the product can be packed separately
using high productivity automatic systems, thus avoiding
unnecessary cost increasing for the customers  reduction of the
purchase costs (separate packages)
12/02/2018
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Tightening torques – SBE 10.9/10
Size
M12
M14
M16
M18
M20
M22
M24
M27
M30
M33
M36

Fp,C (kN)
59
81
110
134
172
212
247
321
393
486
572

km
0,129
0,129
0,129
0,128
0,119
0,127
0,123
0,131
0,127
0,125
0,124

Torque (Nm)
1st step
70
110
170
230
300
440
550
850
1120
1500
1900

2nd step
100
160
250
340
450
650
800
1250
1650
2200
2800
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Suitability test – Evaluation of the test results
Rotation/bolt force curve

Torque/bolt force curve at the design preload

with
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Example of suitability test report
TEST REPORT
SBE
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Example
M16
EN 14399-4 HV
0965701602000
PLAIN
10.9
10
16
2
17.30
25.40
55
120
210
423059-0
418586-0
431147-0

150

Forza [kN]

Customer
Thread size
Type
Article number
Surface conditions
Bolt strength
Nut strength
Thread diameter d [mm]
Pitch p [mm]
Inner face diameter di [mm]
Outer face diameter do [mm]
Clamping length [mm]
Delta theta 1 [°]
Delta theta 2 [°]
Bolt batch nbr.
Nut batch nbr.
Washer batch nbr.

100

Forza/Angolo-418586_0_001.PRB
Forza/Angolo-418586_0_002.PRB
Forza/Angolo-418586_0_003.PRB
Forza/Angolo-418586_0_004.PRB
Forza/Angolo-418586_0_005.PRB

50

0

100

200
Angolo [°]

300

Results:

Upper limit
Lower limit
n
Max
Min
x
s
v
m
418586_0_001.PRB
418586_0_002.PRB
418586_0_003.PRB
418586_0_004.PRB
418586_0_005.PRB

Fp
Prog
kN

Mtot
FIND
Nm

5
109.67
109.67
109.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
109.67
109.67
109.67
109.67
109.67

5
232.00
213.73
226.25
7.18
0.03
3.21
228.72
213.73
232.00
227.69
229.11

Fbi,max
MAX
kN
141.00
5
175.79
167.91
170.54
3.14
0.02
1.41
175.79
169.95
168.38
167.91
170.66

Delta Theta 1
Prog
°
120.00
5
178.16
141.14
163.23
14.94
0.09
6.68
178.16
141.14
160.73
160.04
176.08

Delta Theta 2
Prog
°
210.00
5
220.35
220.22
220.29
0.05
0.00
0.02
220.22
220.29
220.35
220.30
220.31

K
Prog
0.160
0.100
5
0.132
0.122
0.129
0.004
0.032
0.002
0.130
0.122
0.132
0.130
0.131

Fend
END
kN
109.67
5
173.64
159.56
166.15
5.22
0.03
2.33
173.64
159.56
164.50
164.76
168.30

F 250 Nm
FIND
kN
100.00
5
131.39
118.88
122.45
5.12
0.04
2.29
121.93
131.39
118.88
119.99
120.06

Date: 07/01/2016
Operator: F. Miniussi
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Tightening test Equipments
SBE Laboratory is equipped with n. 2 test benches to test high-strength
structural bolting assemblies with diameter up to M48 10.9 (M52 8.8).

• Force 0 - 600 kN;
• Tightening torque 0 -3200 Nm;
• Max testing speed 30 min -1.

• Force 0 - 1800 kN;
• Tightening torque 0 -18000 Nm;
• Max testing speed 13 min -1.
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Main differences
Property class

HV

HR

HRC

10.9

8.8 – 10.9

10.9

Thread sizes
Thread length

M12 to M36
short

ISO 888

Bolt
Head width across
flats

Property class
Height

Large series except
M12 and M20 or cup or
countersunk (a) head

Large series except
M12 and M20

10
mmax=0,8 D

Nut

8 – 10

10

ISO Style 1

ISO Style 1 mmin≥0,8D (HR)

mmin≥0,8 D

m=1D (HRD)

Higher than
Proof load

Type

ISO 898-2

ISO 898-2

Higher than ISO 898-2 (HR)
and than HR (HRD)

EN 14399-6 or EN 14399-5 (b)

EN 14399-6

Washers

Number (c)
(a)
(b)

New draft standard
Under nut only

2

1 (8.8) or 2 (10.9)
(c)

2

See following page for more details
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ABSTRACT FROM EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011 §8.2.4
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Clamp length and grip length
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ABSTRACT FROM EN 14399-3:2015

Abstract from EN
14399-3:2015
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ABSTRACT FROM EN 14399-3:2015

Abstract from EN
14399-3:2015
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